
healthcare
SPACES
Environments that enhance
patient CARE and SUPPORT

SPECIALIZED SPACES



providing a positive 
ATMOSPHERE
The design of any healthcare space must go beyond mere aesthetics and 
tap into the systems that keep the facility running efficiently and effective-
ly. This requires products and solutions built with highly specialized healing 
environments in mind. Adaptability, cleanability, and comfort are just a few 
of the important requirements of today’s healthcare spaces.

Integrated technology is also a key component of the modern healthcare 
facility. Telehealth visits increased 154% during the pandemic. Looking 
forward, healthcare facilities and designers see technology as a core 
component of healthcare spaces, with consumer-friendly, no-touch 
technology options as a key consideration for reception spaces, 
consultation and patient rooms, and check-out areas.

Bottom line, healthcare specialists need to design facilities that cater to 
the needs of the staff who work there and the patients who seek care and 
support. Designing a flexible healthcare space using seamlessly integrated 
architecture, furniture, and technology can go a long way in transforming 
such a specialized environment.



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Aldon, Global Dreme, 
Global Primacare HT



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Sonoma, Global Swap, 
Global Stream



thoughtful
TOUCHES

Historically, healthcare design has 
focused on the patient. Future space 
considerations should extend to 
include family members and care-
givers, which are important to the 
patient’s overall care and recovery. 
Furniture considerations include 
comfort necessary for long-term stays, 
and mobility for caregiver needs.  

Incorporating various tables, seating, 
and communication tools enables 
dynamic patient rooms that flex to 
meet different types of needs.

Healthcare design should ultimately 
center on service, providing a space 
where people feel comfortable and 
confident in their care.



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Sonoma Headboard, Footboard, and 
Bedside Cabinet





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Zira, Factor, Primacare HT, 
GC-Sidero







a human 
APPROACH
There is an evolution in the making in 
healthcare design, and that is one with a 
distinct human-centered approach. While 
clinical performance is still in demand, so 
are residential comfort and hospitality-
inspired style. This means fostering a 
sense of wellness and well-being from the 
moment people enter a facility to every 
room they enter beyond that.

Accommodating individuals of all shapes 
and sizes and in all aspects of their 
care is no small undertaking, but utilizing 
purpose-built furniture that easily adapts 
and adjusts to the need can improve the 
quality of care.

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Sleep-Eez, Global Citi Square, Global 
Swap, Global Popcorn, Global Nourish



EQUIPPED for 
service

PRODUCTS SHOWN
ESI Wow Workstation, Claridge Glass Patient  
Board, Global Coast, Global Sonoma





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Dreme, Global Primacare HT



you’re 
WELCOME

In the increasingly competitve world 
of healthcare where patients have 
more autonomy in their choice of 
care, facility designers are taking their 
cues from other service-minded 
industries like hospitality. Putting 
more emphasis on creating a positive 
experience, appealing to patients as 
their first choice and doing whatever 
they can to earn the loyalty of their 
patients, is often front-of-mind when 
it comes to design. Using certain 
residential elements throughout the 
facility will create a unique environ-
ment that feels friendly and welcom-
ing instead of clinical.
  

A positive patient experience deliv-
ers such profound impact that it has 
been shown to reduce infection rates 
and foster quicker recovery. 



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Lesro Lenox Steel, Claridge Venue 
Space Dividers





DELIVERING high-
quality care

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global GC-Belong, Global Zira, Global Linking 
Panels, Global Vion, Magnuson Group SOLNA





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Lesro Amherst Steel, Chief Impact On-
Wall Portrait Kiosk, Magnuson Group  
Dacapo, Quiet Earth Moss



a sense of 
SECURITY

A healthcare space that radiates a 
welcoming and hospitable environ-
ment can reinforce that facility’s 
commitment to care. The reception 
and waiting areas, in particular, can 
make that impactful first impression 
and can do a great deal to calm any 
understandable stress and anxiety the 
patient may feel.

One strong design trend in healthcare 
is to bring the calming effects of the 
outdoors inside, integrating biophilc 
elements. Healthcare patients in 
particular have been shown to have 
substantial wellness benefits from 
exposure to natural elements.

A well-designed space makes a 
patient feel safe and ultimately 
produces better outcomes of care.



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Zira, Global Factor, Global 
Filing, KFI Studios Umage Lighting





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Calidon Seating and Tables, 
Magnuson Group Greenlight 







attention to 
DETAIL
The healthcare market requires special 
consideration in functionality—more so 
than any other sector. Even the devel-
opment of the arm of a chair can take 
a whole year—or longer!—before it is 
ready for production. Materials should 
be strong and durable—able to withstand 
high traffic wear and tear, as well as hold 
up to strong chemicals used in harsh and 
frequent cleaning—all without sacrificing 
style or comfort. Although challenging, 
many top furniture manufacturers rise 
to the occasion, and in the hands of 
experienced designers, the result is a 
well-considered space where tension is 
replaced by by a sense of calm and confi-
dence in quality of care. 

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Primacare, Global River+, Global Wind, 
Global GC-Sirena, Magnuson Group Slope





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global River+, Global Wind, Global 
GC-Sirena, Magnuson Group Slope





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Bakhita Seating and Tables, 
Magnuson Group Trada



SPECIALIZED 
support spaces

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Duet, Global Zira





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Safco TechWorks, Safco Vue






